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Part 1
Computer Fundamentals

Unit One
Computer
(1 week)

* The objectives of the Unit:

After studying this unit, it is expected that you will
be able to:
Define computers, know the components of
computers.
Determine the specifications of each generation of the
computer.
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Lecture No.1
Introduction to Computers
What are Computers?
Computers are machines that perform tasks or calculations according to a set of
instructions, or programs. The first fully electronic computers, introduced in the 1940s,
were huge machines that required teams of people to operate. Compared to those early
machines, today's computers are amazing. Not only are they thousands of times faster,
they can fit on your desk, on your lap, or even in your pocket. Computers work through
an interaction of hardware and software. Hardware refers to the parts of a computer that
you can see and touch, including the case and everything inside it. The most important
piece of hardware is a tiny rectangular chip inside your computer called the Central
Processing Unit (CPU), or microprocessor. It's the "brain" of your computer—the part
that translates instructions and performs calculations. Hardware items such as your
monitor, keyboard, mouse, printer, and other components are often called hardware
devices, or devices.
Software refers to the instructions, or programs, that tell the hardware what to do. A
word-processing program that you can use to write letters on your computer is a type of
software. The operating system (OS) is software that manages the computer and the
devices connected to it. Windows is a well-known operating system.
Types of Computers
Computers range in size and capability. At one end of the scale are supercomputers, very
large computers with thousands of linked microprocessors that perform extremely
complex calculations. At the other end are tiny computers embedded in cars, TVs, stereo
systems, calculators, and appliances. These computers are built to perform a limited
number of tasks. The personal computer, or PC, is designed to be used by one person at a
time. This section describes the various kinds of personal computers: desktops, laptops,
handheld computers, and Tablet PCs.
• Desktop computers
Desktop computers are designed for use at a desk or table. They are typically larger and
more powerful than other types of personal computers. Desktop computers are made up
of separate components. The main component, called the system unit, is usually a
rectangular case that sits on or underneath a desk. Other components, such as the monitor,
mouse, and keyboard, connect to the system unit.
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• Laptop computers and small notebook PCs
Laptop computers are lightweight mobile PCs with a thin screen. Laptops can operate on
batteries, so you can take them anywhere. Unlike desktops, laptops combine the CPU,
screen, and keyboard in a single case. The screen folds down onto the keyboard when not
in use. Small notebook PCs (often referred to as mini-notebooks), are small, affordable
laptops that are designed to perform a limited number of tasks. They're usually less
powerful than a laptop, so they're used mainly to browse the web and check e-mail.

Smart phones
Smart phones are mobile phones that have some of the same capabilities as a computer.
You can use a smart phone to make telephone calls, access the Internet, organize contact
information, send e-mail and text messages, play games, and take pictures. Smart phones
usually have a keyboard and a large screen.

Handheld computers
Handheld computers, also called personal digital assistants (PDAs), are battery-powered
computers small enough to carry almost anywhere. Although not as powerful as desktops
or laptops, handheld computers are useful for scheduling appointments, storing addresses
and phone numbers, and playing games. Some have more advanced capabilities, such as
making telephone calls or accessing the Internet. Instead of keyboards, handheld
computers have touch screens that you use with your finger or a stylus (a pen-shaped
pointing tool).
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Tablet PCs
Tablet PCs are mobile PCs that combine features of laptops and handheld computers.
Like laptops, they're powerful and have a built-in screen. Like handheld computers, they
allow you to write notes or draw pictures on the screen, usually with a tablet pen (the pen
that come with table and is used to interact with items in the screen) instead of a stylus.
They can also convert your handwriting into typed text. Some Tablet PCs are
―convertibles‖ with a screen that swivels and unfolds to reveal a keyboard underneath.

Generations of Computer: The meaning of computer generation is to classify computer
depending on electronic development time. Operating and developing computers starting
from 1940 which pass through four generation, and now are in the 5 th one.
First Generation Computer: Trying to production first computer have the same concepts
of modern computers happened in 1945 from (ENIAC). In 1949 from (IDSAK), first
traditional computers produced by (IBM) company in 1953 which is used for scientific
purposes, this computer work on electronic valves.
Properties:
1. Have a big size.
2. Have limited storage ability.
3. Have a limited capability to run scientific application.
4. Have a slow speed.
5.There is a need to high electrical energy quantity.
6. There is a need to a big place and cooling
5
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Vacuum Tubes
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Second Generation Computer: Transistors Techniques was used in this generation. First
computer of this generation was produced by IBM in 1959.
Properties:
1. Have a small size.
2. Have a low electric energy
3. The ability to run scientific application with good quality.
4 .have good storage ability
5. Have a good speed.
6. It is easy to use with high accuracy.
7. There is a need for a special place with cooling.
8. Low cost.

Transistors

Third Generation Computer: Input 1960, the integrated circuit (IC) was used in
production of computers rather than transistors. The first product of this type came from
IBM which is (PDP8).
Properties:
1. Have a Small size.
2. Have high storage ability
3. Have the ability to Run scientific program with high quality.
4 .Have a high running speed.
5. Low cost.
6 .There is a need for special place and cooling.
7. Many users in same time (time sharing system).
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Integrated Circuits (IC)
Fourth Generation Computer: Because of the fast developing in electronic field, new
types of computer appeared, based on" Large Scale integration technique" during the
1970, such as mini computer and personal computers.
Properties:
1. Have a very small size.
2. Have a very high storage ability
3. There is many Types for many purpose computers.
4. small place or cooling.
5. Running programs with super speed
6. Low cost.
7. Very easy in use.

Microcircuit

5th Generation Computer:
Computers now a day reaching a huge developing state that playing an essential duration
in our life. The main concept in production this generation is the Artificial Intelligence
(AI).
Properties :
1. Using full integrated circuit (IC) which included Thousands of Transistors.
2. Used is very completed operations that need very high speed such as space graft
programmed and nuclear reaction.
3. Using artificial intelligence.
8
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Unit two
Essential components of computer
(2 week)

Goals of the lecture:
After studying this unit, it is expected that you will be able
to:
Identify the components of the computer and the main
computer functions
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Lecture No.2
Essential components of computer
1. Hard ware. 2. Soft ware.
1. Hard ware
The principles function for this part:
1. Entering data and programmes through input unit.
2. Storing data and programs through memory unit.
3. Processing data through running programs in the central
Processing unit (CPU).
4. Displaying results and data through output unit.
The hard ware components are:
Input devices: which consists of some devices that help in entering data and other
orders to (CPU), same of this device are: 1. Key board .2. Mouse. 3. Microphone .4.
Scaner.5.Camera. 6.CD or DVD Rom.
2. Central Processing unit (CPU): One of The main ports in computer which get data
and information from input unit the processing these data and give its result to output
unit.
This unit consist of :
a. Storage memory: Temporary memory for data and also for results.
b. Arithmetic and logic unit: This is responsible for computing
Operations (additive, subtractive, etc ...).
c. Control unit: It s responsible with arrange Mont data transferring
Between input and out put unit and CPU unit.
3. Output devices: A. Monitor. B. Plotter .C. Printer

Parts of computer
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2. Soft ware
2. Soft ware: Group of programs that control on the internal operation of the
Computer.
System soft ware: its divided into three parts:
A. Operating System: which controls on the internal computer parts from
arrangement data transferring between units (MS – Dos, UNIX, VMF).
B .Compilers: Translating high level program languages (COBOL,
FORTRAN, BASIC) in to machine language.
C. Programming language: This programmers divided into high level language
(Basic, Pascal ,Fortran , Cobol , and low level language ( machine language ).

Central Processing unit

Diagram of the computer units
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(Storage vs. Memory(

Storage refers to where your computer keeps all the data/information that it uses (i.e. any
programs that you might run, files that you have created, or the computer’s operating
system). Your 3 main storage locations are:
1. The Hard Drive or C:\ Drive
2. The Floppy Drive or A:\ Drive
3. The CD or DVD-ROM Drive or D:\ Drive. Etc….
The computer’s operating system and most frequently used programs (such as Microsoft
Word) are stored on the hard disk. You might also store documents and other files
you’ve created on the hard disk. Floppy disks are used to store files you’ve created so
that you might work on them in multiple locations. They are also a good way to back up
important information on your hard drive. CD-ROMs are used to store large programs. A
CD-ROM can store over 650 MB of data, but remember that you can only save new
information if it is a CD-R (because the ROM stands for ―Read Only Memory”).
Memory chips are the fast computer chips used to temporarily store information while a
PC is on. Hard disk space, however, is what the computer uses to store unused files and
programs. When the computer is on and you are running programs, these programs are
temporarily held in the computer's memory for easy access. When the computer is turned
off, the hard disk still holds all your files and programs, but the memory is emptied.
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Bits, Bytes, Kilobytes, Megabytes & Gigabytes
Bit: We measure the information stored in a computer's memory and disk drives using
bits. A bit is the smallest unit of measurement.
Byte: 8 bits grouped together equal one byte. A byte is still a very small piece of
information--one byte is equal to one character or one letter of the alphabet. Since a byte
can only hold a very small piece of information, we often think in terms of kilobytes,
megabytes, and gigabytes.
Kilobyte (KB): Normally defined as 1,024 bytes, although many people round it to 1,000.
An average word-processing document will consume about 100 kilobytes.
Megabyte (MB): Defined as roughly 1,000 kilobytes or 1,000,000 bytes. While
documents are usually measures in kilobytes, whole programs are measured in
megabytes. A few years ago, when you purchased a new program at the store, it most
often came on a floppy disk. Each floppy disk holds up to 1.44 megabytes of
information. Programs were smaller then, so you would only need a few disks to hold the
whole thing. These days, the size of programs have become much bigger, so that virtually
all new programs come on CD-ROM. A CD-ROM can hold over 650 megabytes!
Gigabyte (GB): Defined as roughly 1,000 megabytes. The increasing size of programs
has resulted in larger hard drives. Hard drives used to be measured in megabytes -- a
computer from 1988 might have had a 30-megabyte hard drive! Now, the average hard
drive in a new computer is about 053 gigabytes.
Terabyte (TB): Defined as roughly 1,000 gigabytes.
.
1 Bit
1 Byte
1 Kilobyte (KB)
1 Megabyte (MG)
1 Gigabyte (GB)
1 Terabyte (TB)

Smallest Unit
8 Bits
1,000 Bytes
1,000 Kilobytes
1,000 Megabytes
1,000 gigabytes
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Unit Three
Operating System

* The objectives of the unit:
After studying this unit is expected to be able to:

Identify techniques for windows Microsoft Windows

14
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Lecture No.3

Microsoft Windows

Operating System
An operating system links you to your programs (also called applications or
software) and then links your programs to the computer's hardware. It controls how the
computer does its most basic tasks, like storing files or talking to printers.
Microsoft Windows 7 is an example of an operating system. It uses graphics (pictures)
to connect you to the computer's hardware and software in an easy-to-understand
(hopefully!) way. Microsoft Windows 7 also comes with many free, built-in programs
that can help you create documents, movies and images, calculate figures, enjoy some
music, browse the Internet, or play a few games.
Microsoft Windows: is an operating system, a computer program that controls how the
computer carries out basic tasks such as displaying information on your computer screen
and running programs. File: An electronic collection of information that has a unique
name, distinguishing it from other files. Folder: A collection of files and/ or other folders
that help you organize your disks. Icon: small pictures intended to be meaningful
symbols of the items they represent. Graphical user interface: which means that you
interact with the computer through the use of graphics such as windows, icons, and
other meaningful words and symbols.
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) Start Windows and View the Active Desktop (
Desktop: The opening screen in Windows 7. It contains Icons, the Start Button, the
Taskbar, and the Notification Area.
1. Icons: Small pictures that represent the things you work with when you are using your
computer. Icons can represent files, programs, folders, disk drives, Control Panel
tools, shortcuts, or the Recycle Bin, internet.
2. Start Button: The button found at the left end of the Taskbar that is labeled Start.
Click here to open the Start Menu, where you can open other programs and menus.
3. Taskbar: The bar that appears at the bottom of the desktop. It shows you what
programs or tasks are open. In the picture above, the Taskbar shows that the program
Microsoft Word is open.
4. Notification Area: The area found at the right end of the Taskbar. It can give you
quick access to changing your computer's volume, display properties, or mouse
settings. It also displays the current time and date.
5. Channel Bar: The bar that appears on the desktop, open Icons contains.
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The Mouse
Obviously you know how to use your mouse, since you must have used it to get
here. But let's take a look at the facts and buzzwords anyway. Your mouse probably has
at least two buttons on it. The button on the left is called the primary mouse button,
the button on the right is called the secondary mouse button or just the right mouse
button. I'll just refer to them as the left and right mouse buttons. Many mice have a small
wheel between the two mouse buttons, as illustrated in Figure.

The idea is to rest your hand comfortably on the mouse, with your
index finger touching (but not pressing on) the left mouse button.
Then, as you move the mouse, the mouse pointer (the little arrow
on the screen) moves in the same direction. When moving the mouse, try to keep the
buttons aimed toward the monitor -- don't "twist" the mouse as that just makes it all the
harder to control the position of the mouse pointer.
If you find yourself reaching too far to get the mouse pointer where you want it
to be on the screen, just pick up the mouse, move it to where it's comfortable to hold it,
and place it back down on the mouse pad or desk. The buzzwords that describe how you
use the mouse are as follows:





Single Click: Point to the item, then tap (press and release) the left mouse button.
Double-click: Point to the item, and tap the left mouse button twice in rapid
succession - click-click as fast as you can.
Right-click: Point to the item, then tap the mouse button on the right.
Click and Drag: Point to an item, then hold down the left mouse button as you
move the mouse. To drop the item, release the left mouse button.
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) Start a program (
You can find the Start Button in the corner of your screen. Just like the name
suggests, this is an excellent place to start your work. When you click on the Start
Button, a special list called the Start Menu appears

Start Menu Options:
1. All Programs - Point your mouse here to see what programs (or applications) are
installed on your computer.
2. Default Programs – choose default programs.
3. Documents – Point your mouse here to see this folder that holds files saved here.
4. Pictures - Point your mouse here to see pictures saved in this location.
5. Music - Point your mouse here to see music files stored here.
6. Computer - Point your mouse here to see Hard Disk Drives and CD – Removable
Devices.
7. Games – Allows you to play games
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8. Control Panel - Allows access to Appearance and Themes, Network and Internet
Settings, Sound, Speech and Audio Devices, Performance and Maintenance, Add or
Remove Programs, Users Accounts, Printer and Other Hardware Settings, Date and
Time Settings, and Accessibility.
10. Search – searching for programs and files.
11. Help and Support - Click here to bring up the Windows 7 Help Menu. A great place
to go if you need tips on using Windows 7.
12. Devices and printers: View and manage devices and printers.
13. Shut down – If you use a password to sign onto Windows, this option allows you to
end your Windows session. Click here when you are ready to shut down Windows for
the day or when you need to restart the computer.
Tcb: opening your personal folder.
Getting around the Start Menu:
To move through the Start Menu, point your mouse to one of the menu options.

When this little green arrow appears at the end of a menu option, pointing to that option
will open a new menu.

19
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To create a shortcut for a program on the desktop:
1. On the Start menu, click All Programs.
2. Right click on the application from the list (for example, Microsoft Word or Internet
Explorer) and select Send To > Desktop(create shortcut). A shortcut will appear
on the desktop.
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Lecture No.4
Exploring Accessories
Accessories are free programs that come with Windows XP. They are
good to know about because you can find them on any computer running Windows and
they can do some pretty handy things.
To get to Accessories:
1. Click on the Start Button .
2. Move the mouse pointer to the All Programs.
3. Move the mouse pointer to the Accessories.

1. Accessibility (Ease of access) – These programs will adjust Windows XP for special
hearing, vision and mobility needs. For example, the Magnifier works like a magnifying
glass to enlarge portions of your screen to make them easier to read.
2. Remote desktop connection - These programs are used to, connect one computer to
another.
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3. System Tools - These built-in programs are here to help you maintain your computer.
You should not try to use them unless you are certain about their function. The two I use
regularly are Disk Cleanup and Disk Defragmenter. We’ll learn more about them in a
future lesson.

5. Calculator - This program works just like a regular calculator. You can enter numbers
and operators either with your keyboard or with your mouse. Note--to divide, use the /
key and to multiply use the * key.

6. Notepad - This is a quick little word processing program. You can type in text, save
what you have written, and print out what you have typed. That's about the extent of what
it can do--it's a fairly limited word processing program.

7. Paint - An excellent drawing program. You can use it to practice your mouse skills and
create your own artwork.

8. WordPad – The other word-processing Program that comes with Windows XP. This
Is one more complex than Notepad – you can change text formatting, save documents and
print out what you have typed. This program is less complicated than many fuller
programs (like Microsoft Word), so it’s a great place to start if you are new to
computers. It’s an easy-to-use program for writing letters, reports, or term papers. It’s
major shortcoming: it has no spell checker!
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What is a Window?
A Window is a rectangle on your screen that organizes how you view and work in
specific programs or view files on your computer.

1. Title Bar - horizontal bar at the top of a window that holds the window's title or the
name of the program you're using
2. Menu Bar - bar located under the title bar that lists available menus
3. Status Bar - bar at the bottom of a window that displays how many objects or icons
are in the window
4. Minimize Button - shrinks your window to a button on your taskbar
5. Maximize Button - enlarges your window to completely cover your screen
6. Close Button - closes an open window
7. Scroll Bar – the rectangle at the side or bottom of the window that allows you to guide
through the contents of a window (it will appear when there are a many files to display.

To maximize a window:
1. Click on the window's Maximize Button.
23
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2. Your Window will expand to its largest possible size.
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To minimize a window:
1. Click on the Minimize Button in the top right hand corner of your
window.

2. Your window will shrink to a button on the Task Bar. In this

picture, I have two documents minimized: My Documents and
Using Windows TGH…
3. To recall or activate a minimized window, click on its button on the
Task Bar.
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Lecture No.5
Using My Computer
My Computer is a quick and easy way to get access to the
folders and files stored in your computer system. It allows you to choose
a particular storage location or drive and view the folders and/or files
stored in that drive.
To open My Computer:
1. Click on Start
2. The My Computer window opens. Double-click on an object's icon to
see the contents of that object.
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To view the contents of a storage drive:
To see what is stored on one of the computer's drives, double-click on
the icon representing that drive. A new window will open displaying all
the folders and files stored on the selected drive. For example, to view the
contents of your machine's hard drive:
1. Double-click on the icon for the hard drive (or C: drive).
2. A new window opens displaying the contents of your hard drive. Each
folder
contains more folders and files.
3. A Pop-Up window lists how many objects are in the open window.

The objects in the My Computer window can be viewed five different
ways:
1. Tiles: display information about each item in the window in a tile.
2. List: objects are displayed in a list .
3. Details: display information about each item in the window.
4. Content: display certain information about each item in the window.
5. Extra large icons: display items using extra large thumbnails.
6. large icons: display items using large thumbnails.
7. Medium icons: display items using medium thumbnails.
8. Small icons: display items using small thumbnails.
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To view the amount of space available on a drive:
1. Place the mouse over the icon. A window pops up showing the total
space and the space used.

2. Right-click on the icon for the drive. To see the available storage
space on your hard drive, right-click on the C: drive. A pop-up
menu appears. Select Properties from the menu.

3. A new window opens showing the amount of used disk space and
available or free disk space.
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This hard drive has:
37.9 Gigabytes of used space
118.9 Gigabytes of free space
156.9 Gigabytes total capacity
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Lecture No.6
Creating Folders
Windows 7 uses Folders to organize how information or data is
stored on disks (hard disks, floppy disks, CD-ROMs, or DVD-ROMs).
Folders can hold files, other folders, and/or objects (such as printers).
Folders are easy to create and are a great way to organize files
that you create on your computer.
To create a new folder:
1. Right-click in the window.
2. Move your mouse pointer to New in the menu that appears.
3. Select Folder in the second menu that appears.

4. A new folder will appear in the window where you initially clicked. The
default title for your new folder will be New Folder.
You should rename it to something more meaningful by clicking in the
space under the folder icon where the text appears. As soon as you see the
cursor blinking in the line, you may begin to type in a new name for the
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folder. You can rename a folder by right-clicking the mouse on the folder
icon and choosing Rename.

Other ways to create new folders:
1. Click on the File menu located in either a disk drive window’s
menu bar or another folder’s menu bar.
2. Again, point to New in the menu that opens.
3. Select Folder from the pop-up menu.
4. A new folder will appear within the space of the open window and
you may rename it as described above.
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Lecture No.7
Deleting Files and Folders
There are several quick and easy ways to delete files or folders
from a hard drive or a floppy disk.
To delete a file from the hard drive:
1. Click on Start. Double click on Documents.

3. Double-click the folder containing the desired file.

32
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4. Highlight the file name.
5. There are 3 ways to delete files.
� Press the Delete key on your keyboard.
� Right-click the file and select Delete.
� Click on the File menu bar and select Delete from the menu.

6. The following message will appear on your screen. Click on Yes. Your
file will be deleted and sent to the Recycle Bin.

NOTE:
If you delete a file by mistake, you can “restore” it by:
33
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� Dragging it out of the Recycle Bin.
� Right-clicking the file name and selecting Restore.

To delete a folder from the hard drive:
1. Go to My Computer. (Remember to click on Start. Double click on
Computer.)
2. Double-click on the icon for the hard drive (or C: drive).

3. A new window will open displaying the contents of your hard drive.
4. Find the folder that you want to delete. Click once to select it.
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5. The following message will appear on your screen. Click on Yes. Your
folder will be deleted and sent to the Recycle Bin.
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To empty the Recycle Bin
1. Double-click on the Recycle Bin icon on the desktop.

2. The Recycle Bin window opens.
3. You can choose 1 of 2 options:
� Click on File in the Menu bar and select Empty Recycle Bin
� Right-click in the window and scroll down to Empty Recycle Bin

4. A box appears. Click on Yes to delete all the files in the Recycle Bin.
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4. Remember the 3 ways to delete your file:
� Press the Delete key on your keyboard.
� Right-click the file and select Delete.
� Click on the File menu bar and select Delete from the menu.

6. The following message will appear on your screen. Click on Yes. Your
file will be deleted.
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Shutting Down the Computer
In order to turn off your computer safely, you must follow these steps:
1. Click on the Start Button on the Task Bar.
2. Click on the Shut down in the Start Menu

38
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Lecture No.8
Using the Control Panel
The Control Panel is a special folder in Windows
XP that contains all the special configuration options for your computer.
It allows you to personalize your computer to fit your needs.
To open the Control Panel:
1. Click on the Start Menu.
2. Move the mouse pointer to Control Panel

The Control Panel window will now open on your screen:
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What do all these icons do?
Ease of Access

Programs
clock, Language and
Region

Network and Internet

Hardware and
Sounds
User Accounts and
Family safety
System and Security

Appearance and
Personalization

Allows you to adjust the text and color combinations for your screen
and adjusts the computer settings to make it easier for people to use
with special physical needs.
Helps you install new software and uninstall programs you don't
want anymore.
In this area you can make changes to your computer's time, date, and
time zone. You can also adjust your keyboard here for different
language settings, and you can change how numbers, currencies and
dates are displayed.
Allows you to adjust Modem settings. Helps you with instant
messaging options, setting up a home network, and provides a
firewall to protect your privacy.
Changes what sounds your computer makes when different events
occur. You can record your own sounds, as well as set up and adjust
the sound from CDs, MP3s or games that use sound.
Helps you set up accounts with pictures and passwords for everyone
who uses your computer. This way you can have different personal
settings for different users at one computer.
Tools and programs that can help keep your computer safe, handle
routine maintenance tasks and restore your system, if needed. You
can also control power options to save energy.
Special "looks" that you can choose for your computer--the
underwater theme adds fish to your desktop and makes your
computer sound like an aquarium. You can change the computer's
background, color scheme, resolution, and screen saver with this
useful option. You can also add new fonts (a font is text style) to your
computer.
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Lecture No.9

Changing the background
There is a collection of special graphics in Windows XP that can be
spread across the background of your computer screen. There are 2 ways
to change how your Desktop looks.
Option 1:
1. Open the Control Panel (Reminder: To get to the Control Panel, click
on Start,
and then click on Control Panel)
2. Click on Appearance and personalization
3. Click on personalization.
4. Click on change the theme.
5. Click on desktop background.
6. Select the background(s) you preferred.
7. Click on save changes.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Option 2:
Put the mouse pointer somewhere in the "empty" space on your
desktop. Choose personalize.
5. Click on desktop background.
6. Select the background(s) you preferred.
7. Click on save changes.
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To change the Screen Saver in Windows 7
In the past, leaving a computer on for long periods of time risked
permanently damaging the monitor because the images displayed on the
monitor could burn themselves onto the monitor's screen. Screen Savers
were invented to protect monitors from this problem. Whenever a
computer hasn't been used for a while, the screen saver either turns the
screen all black or fills the screen with moving images. Today, monitors
don't have this problem, but people like to use screen savers as a way to
express themselves and because they are fun.
Option 1:
1. Open the Control Panel (Reminder: To get to the Control Panel, click
on Start,
and then click on Control Panel)
2. Click on Appearance and personalization
3. Click on personalization.
4. Click on change the theme.
5. Click on screen saver.
6. Select the screen saver you preferred.
7. Click ok
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Option 2:
Put the mouse pointer somewhere in the "empty" space on your
desktop. Choose personalize.
5. Click on screen saver.
6. Select screen saver you preferred.
7. Click ok.
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Lecture No. 10
Disk management
Disk Cleanup and Disk Defragmenting
After the installation and optimization of Windows, it is time to clean up
the unnecessary files of the hard disk. Deleting the unnecessary files,
followed by a defragmentation of the hard disk improves system
performances significantly. Do not expect miracles, but every small
improvement is important. Because some files are secured, it is not
always easy to delete files. But there are still a lot of files which can be
deleted safely to create additional free space.
Disk Cleanup
There are a lot of files stored on the hard disk during the installation of
Windows and programs, some of them can be deleted safely afterwards
(like the folder Windows old with the files of the old Windows
installation and the history of the browser). Most of these files can be
deleted using the Disk Cleanup tool. Disk Cleanup is available by right
clicking the Windows partition (the C: partition in most cases) in the
Windows Explorer and select Properties, tab General, button Disk
Cleanup. On the first tab select all categories of files (except the Office
Setup files, these can still be of use later on) and delete them by
clicking OK.
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Deleting,manually
The content of the following folders can be deleted manually as well (for
most it is necessary that the folder options are set to show hidden and
system files by the item Folder Options in the control panel, tab View).
The most important folders with files to be deleted are on the following
locations:
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary
Internet
Files
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\History
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Local\Temp
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Internet
Explorer\UserData\Low
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Office\Recent
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Cookies
C:\Users\loginname\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent
C:\Windows\Temp
ATTENTION: The history of the Internet Explorer browser can be
deleted better from the item Internet Options of the control panel,
tab General,
sub Browsing
history,
button Delete .
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Defragmenting the hard disk
Before imaging the Windows partition, it is wise to defragment this
partition first. A partition which is fragmented contains many files which
are split up in fragments. This happens when the first available free area
to store a file is not large enough to store the whole file. The remaining
part is saved on the next available free area, which goes on until the
whole file has been written to the partition. Because larger files take more
space to save, they probably will be more fragmented. If the fragmented
files are used frequently by the system, it will take relatively a lot of time
to read them which will delay the processing. Defragmenting the hard
disk will defrag those files which can improve the system performance
significantly.
By default, defragmenting takes place daily as a background task.
Because defragmenting has a low priority, it is normally not noticed by
the user. When the automatic defragmentation is disabled (or the
computer is switched off at the moments defragmenting is planned), it is
also possible to start the defragmenting manually by the start menu, All
Programs, Accessories, System Tools, sub Disk Defragmenter. For
each partition the percentage of fragmentation is shown. Select a partition
and click the button Defragment disk to start defragmenting the partition
manually. If desired, the defragmenting can be scheduled weekly or
monthly and partitions/disks can be ruled out.
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ATTENTION: The Windows defrag tool works fine and even better than
other defragmenting tool, therefore there is no need to install additional
defrag tools! When alternative tools are used, deactivate the scheduled
fragmentation by the button Configure schedule, option Run on a
schedule (recommended) to prevent file being moved continuously.
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